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Abstrat
Experimental orrelation between the rms nuleus harge radius and the neutron-proton asym-
metry is disussed. Simple attempt of explanation of this orrelation using a semi-empirial liquid
drop model whih takes into aount nulear ompressibility, nulear deformation and neutron skin
eets is presented. It seems that suh proedure ould be used as a tool for determination of the
nulear equation of state.
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The nulear equation of state (EOS) and the nulear reation kinetis determine stellar
struture and evolution. In partiular, the EOS allows to estimate the ritial parameters
at whih the ollapse proess is halted and the shok wave in a ore ollapse supernova
beomes formed [1, 2℄. But the equation of state is not only relevant in astrophysial
aspets. Knowledge of EOS is a way to better understand the nulear heavy-ion reations
[3, 4℄ and some fundamental properties of heavy nulei, like for instane binding energy or
stability of neutron-rih nulei [5℄.
The equation of state for innite, asymmetri nulear matter usually represents the rela-
tion between the energy density per nuleon (baryon) e and densities reahed by neutrons
and protons in the nulear matter. In this relation the Coulomb energy is not taken into
aount. Many theoretial approahes [6℄ have shown that the properties of innite asym-
metri nulear matter, at relatively low temperature, an be desribed by an approximate
form of EOS:
e(ρ, δ) = e(ρ, δ = 0) + δ2esym(ρ) (1)
where the baryon density ρ is a sum of neutron ρn and proton ρp density. Isospin asymmetry
δ, is dened as
δ =
ρn − ρp
ρn + ρp
=
ρn − ρp
ρ
. (2)
First term in the eq. (1) represents energy density per baryon assoiated to symmetri
nulear matter (δ = 0). This energy an be expanded around normal nulear matter density
ρ0 as
e(ρ, 0) = e(ρ0, 0) +
Kδ=0
18
(
ρ− ρ0
ρ0
)2
+ ... (3)
In the formula above Kδ=0 is the nulear ompressibility for symmetri matter, dened as
Kδ=0 = 9ρ
2
0
∂2e(ρ, 0)
∂ρ2
|ρ=ρ0 . (4)
Seond term in eq. (1) stands for the symmetry energy and an be also expanded around
ρ0 as
esym(ρ) = esym(ρ0) +
L
3
(
ρ− ρ0
ρ0
)
+
Ksym
18
(
ρ− ρ0
ρ0
)2
+ ... (5)
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where variables L (slope) and Ksym (urvature) haraterizing the density dependene of
the nulear symmetry energy are given by
L = 3ρ0
∂esym(ρ)
∂ρ
|ρ=ρ0 (6)
and
Ksym = 9ρ
2
0
∂2esym(ρ)
∂ρ2
|ρ=ρ0 (7)
The oeients ρ0, e(ρ0, 0), esym(ρ0), Kδ=0, L, Ksym allow us to determine the EOS
around the normal nulear density. Unfortunately, values of the slope L and the urvature
Ksym are neither well determined experimentally nor aurately estimated theoretially [6℄.
Data from the giant monopole resonanes suggest that Ksym varies from -566 ±1350 MeV
to 34 ±159 MeV [7℄. So far, experimental preditions for the L value are rather sare.
In the reent paper [8℄ the isospin transport alulations ompared with the MSU diusion
data suggest L ≈ 60. In theoretial models L varies from -50 up to 200 MeV [9℄. Moreover,
theoretial estimates for Ksym are model-dependent and vary from about -700 to +466 MeV
[10℄.
In the present paper we will show a way to put some onstraints for possible values of
these parameters. In order to do it, we ompare the experimentally measured orrelation
between root mean square radii of nulei and isospin asymmetry, to the similar orrelation
resulting from a modied liquid-drop model (LDM).
One of the most elementary properties of a nuleus is the spatial nuleon density distribu-
tion. Unfortunately, this distribution annot be obtained experimentally in a straightforward
way. In the ase of protons, knowledge of the Coulomb interation allows to measure with a
high preision the momenta of the harge distribution. From experimental data one usually
xes the root-mean-square (rms) radius
〈
r2p
〉1/2
. In this paper we will use a part of the set
of 799 ground state nulear harge radii presented in [11℄. This experimental data were
obtained from the elasti eletron sattering, muoni atom X-rays, Kα isotope shift, and
optial isotope shift. Errors assoiated with the data are usually muh lower than 1%. For
neutrons, the dierenes between neutron and proton density distributions at large nulear
radii in stable nulei may be determined e.g. from antyprotoni atoms [16℄
In the rst olumn of Fig. 1 we plot a orrelation between the experimentaly measured
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〈
r2p
〉1/2
/ 3
√
A and isospin asymmetry I = (N −Z)/(N +Z), where N and Z denote neutron
and proton numbers, respetively. In Fig. 1a we plot these orrelations for all available
nulei with masses A = N +Z > 100. We an notie here some branhes whih are roughly
mutually parallel. These branhes are muh better visible on the next drawings in this
olumn (Fig. 1, e, g) showing the orrelations for nulei with seleted mass intervals.
Let us try to explain the nature of the observed orrelations. We onsider here the
inuene of three eets: nulear deformation, dependene of nuleon density on isospin,
and neutron skin.
At the beginning we will study the inuene of nuleus deformation on the proton rms
radius. In our analysis we neglet the diuseness of the surfae and we assume only ground-
state quadrupole deformation desribed by β parametrization (a spherial harmoni expan-
sion) [12℄. Suh an aproah should be suient for rather small ground state deformations.
Now we an write the proton mean-square radius in the form
〈
r2p
〉
=
3
5
R2
0
(
1 +
5
8pi
β2 (A, I)
)
(8)
where R0 is the average radius. Parameters β(A, I) for onsidered set of nulei are taken
from model alulations used in [12℄. Obtained orrelations between deformation β2 and
isospin I are presented in the right olumn in Fig. 1. As we an see from the upper graph
(Fig. 1b) for almost all masses β2 is less than 0.1 . Formula (8) suggests that for a given R0,
nulear deformation does not modify the
〈
r2p
〉1/2
value more than 1% , however (see Figs
1d,f,h) it an enhane or suppress the observed orrelations depending on the seleted mass
range. Even more importantly, it an also hange the orrelation sign (see e.g. Fig 1e and
Fig 1f)).
One an suspet, that suh a strong orrelation observed in the rst olumn ould be
assoiated with the form of the nulear equation of state. To examine this possibility we
assume that the onsidered orrelation an be a result of dierenes in the density of nulear
matter in the entral region of nulei due to dierent values of the surfae tension and
Coulomb interation.
Saturation of the nulear matter density in the entral region of nulei provides a base
for desription of the nulear binding energy in the liquid-drop model. This model was
formulated by Weizsäker (1935), Bethe (1936), and Bohr (1936). Up to now various mod-
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iations were introdued in this model and some of them onsider also ompressibility of
nulear matter [13℄.
The liquid-drop model in its simplest version desribes the nulear binding energy B as
a sum of the volume, surfae and Coulomb terms.
B = Bv +Bs +BC , (9)
where Bv is the dominant volume ingredient usually written as,
Bv = av(1− kvI2)A, (10)
and av and kv are oeients. The term kvI
2
takes into aount the lowering of the binding
energy aused by dierent number of protons and neutrons in the nuleus.
Next term is (9) takes into aount lower binding energy for nuleons loated on the
nulear surfae, and an be expressed as
Bs = as(1− ksI2)A2/3f =
[
as(1− ksI2)A−1/3
]
Af, (11)
where as and ks are oeients. Fator f = (1+
2
5
β2− 4
105
β3) takes into aount the nulear
deformation (see [14℄). We an notie that the surfae orretion per one nuleon (square
braket in (11)) vanishes with the inreasing A.
Coulomb interation between protons appears in the next orretion, whih is propor-
tional to Z2 and inversely proportional to the radius of the nuleus. This term an be written
as
Bc = ac
Z2
A1/3
g =
[
ac
Z2
A4/3
]
gA (12)
where ac is a parameter, and g = (1− 15β2− 4105β3) similarly like f in (11) desribes possible
inuene of the nulear deformation. Comparison of (9) to the experimental data (e.g. [15℄
allows to determine oeients presented in formulas (10)- (12) as:
av = −15.677MeV, as = 18.560MeV, ac = 0.717MeV
kv = ks = 1.79MeV. (13)
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It should be stressed, that LDM is dediated to a nite drop of nulear matter with a
onstant density. From the analysis of experimental data we an dedue that apart from
nulear surfae the nuleus density is roughly onstant and for mass A > 40 it has a Fermi-
like shape distribution. The entral region density itself somewhat varies for dierent nulei.
The form of the volume part of the binding energy (10) is in fat related to the EOS at
the ground state density. For av = e(ρ0, 0), avkv = esym(ρ0), ρ = ρ0, and δ
2 = I2 the energy
obtained from EOS (1) is equivalent to the volume energy per nuleon in the LDM (10). For
our onsideration we reformulate the liquid-drop model in a way that allows to determine
the entral region density for a given nuleus. We want to obtain the entral region density
as a funtion of oeients ρ0, e(ρ0, 0), esym(ρ0), Kδ=0, L, Ksym, and δ = I, determining
the nulear EOS. In priniple neutron and proton density distributions may have dierent
radii, Rn, Rp, what gives the so alled skin eet. Lets assume for the beginning Rn = Rp.
Modifying the LDM we assume that density in the entral region is a funtion of global
values N and Z (i.e. there is no loal dependene). Aording to the idea of the LDM, we
an say that the entral region density ρ results mainly from nulear interation present in
innite nulear matter, further being modied by the surfae tension and Coulomb repulsion.
Therefore, reformulating the liquid-drop model, we write the binding energy per nuleon
b(ρ, I, A) in a form similar to (9):
b(ρ, I, A) = bv(ρ, I) + bs(ρ, I, A) + bc(ρ, I, A). (14)
In the above formula the volume part of the binding energy is dened by EOS (1).
bv(ρ, I) = e(ρ, δ). (15)
Let bv0 = e(ρ0, δ). Now, the orretion for the surfae eet we an rewrite in a new,
density dependent form
bs(ρ, I, A) = a
′
s(1− k′sI2)
bv(ρ, I)
bv0
(
ρ0
ρ
)2/3
A−1/3f
=
a′s
a′v
bv(ρ, I)
(
ρ0
ρ
)2/3
A−1/3f. (16)
Fator
(
ρ0
ρ
)2/3
in (16) is responsible for the surfae hange due to the hange in the ore
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density. The orresponding oeients are marked by prime to distinguish from parameters
of the standard LDM. In priniple their values an slightly dier from the original ones.
The part desribing the Coulomb interation is modied only by fator
(
ρ0
ρ
)1/3
aording
to the radius hange indued by ore density hanges (Z = Z(I, A)).
bc(ρ, I, A) = a
′
c
Z2
A4/3
(
ρ0
ρ
)1/3
g. (17)
Here the binding energy is determined by the density ρ and a new set of oeients a′v,
a′s, a
′
c, ρ0, e(ρ0, 0), esym(ρ0), Kδ=0, L, Ksym. The density ρ for a given nuleus is found from a
ondition ∂b(ρ, I, A)/∂ρ |I,A=const= 0. In this way ρ and binding energy values are uniquely
determined by a seleted set of oeients. Here, as a rst approximation, we are taking the
value of oeients with the sign prime equal to orresponding oeients without prime
whih are given by (13). Coeients ρ0, e(ρ0, 0), esym(ρ0), are rather well known. In Fig. 2
we present the binding energy b(ρ, I, A), as a funtion of density, for nulei with A = 150
and three dierent Z values equal to 50, 60 and 75 (I = 1/3 , I = 1/5 and I = 0). For
these test alulations we take Kδ=0 = 240MeV and we hek energy density behavior for
all possible ombinations of L= ±100MeV and Ksym = ±500MeV what determine the
symmetry energy (5) .
The saturation of nulear density in the entral region is harateristi for heavier nulei.
For light nulei we an say that almost all nuleons are loated on their surfae. In order
to omit the problem of high ontribution oming from the surfae we shall test formula (14)
only for heavier nulei, A>100 .
Assuming R0 ∼ 3
√
A/ρ and using (8) we an rewrite relation between rrms and ρ in the
form 〈
r2p
〉1/2
3
√
A
= α
√(
1 + 5
8pi
β2
)
3
√
ρ
(18)
where α is a normalization onstant. Formula (18) neglets a neutron skin, whih beause
of dierent radii of neutron and proton density distributions, surrounds the larger A nulei.
Lets dene thikness of the neutron skin as
d = Rn − Rp. (19)
where Rp =
√
5
3
〈
r2p
〉1/2
, and Rn =
√
5
3
〈r2n〉1/2is the eetive proton and neutron radius,
respetively. The entral region nuleon density is now
7
ρ = ρn + ρp =
N
4
3
piR3n
+
Z
4
3
piR3p
(20)
and instead of I = (N − Z)/(N + Z) one gets for the entral region isospin I˜
I˜ =
N − Z(1 + d/Rp)3
N + Z(1 + d/Rp)3
≃ I
1− 3Zd
r0
(
ρ0
ρ
)1/3
A4/3
 (21)
For numerial alulations we use r0 = 1.2049 (see [14℄).
As d seems to be muh smaller than Rp , one gets from (19) and (20)
Rp =
3
√
3A
4piρ
1− Nd
r0
(
ρ0
ρ
)1/3
A4/3
 (22)
The Coulomb energy is inversely proportional to the radius and onsequently bc in (17) has
to be written as:
bc(ρ, I, A) = a
′
c
Z2
A4/3
(
ρ0
ρ
)1/31 + Nd
r0
(
ρ0
ρ
)1/3
A4/3
 g. (23)
As an alternative for eq. (18) one should use now:
〈
r2p
〉1/2
3
√
A
= α
√(
1 + 5
8pi
β2
)
3
√
ρ
1− Nd
r0
(
ρ0
ρ
)1/3
A4/3
 (24)
Lets try to disuss the origin and slope of the observed orrelation's as a funtion of
dierent fators.
In Figs. 3 and 4 in olumns marked model 1, model 2, and model 3, we plot or-
relation's given by formula (24), for dierent sets of the EOS parameters. For alulations
named model 1 we neglet the neutron skin and deformations of nulei (β = d = 0 in
formula (24)) whereas in model 2 deformations are taken into aount (β 6= 0, d = 0).
In model 3 we are trying to estimate the inuene of the neutron skin (β 6= 0, d 6= 0).
Calulations were performed for the soft (Kδ=0 = 120MeV, red points) and for the hard
(Kδ=0 = 500MeV, blue points) EOS. In Fig. 3 L = −150MeV and in Fig. 4 L = 60MeV.
As for nulei ρ ≈ ρ0 and in formula (5) the third term is a rather small orretion, in both
ases we take Ksym = 500MeV.
For model 1 the
〈
r2p
〉1/2
/ 3
√
A versus I orrelation already ontains a number of separated
hains beause of disrete values of the A and Z numbers. Nulear deformations modify
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slightly slopes of the observed hains and may result in additional splitting (see model 2,
180 < A < 210). As seen from the model 3 alulations taking into aount the neutron
skin introdues quite important hanges.
Conlusions
An experimental orrelation between the nuleus rms harge radius and the isospin of
heavier nulei has been observed. It seems to be related to interations harateristi for
the nulear matter equation of state modied by onnement inside of an atomi nuleus.
These interations are responsible for nulear deformations and reation of the neutron skin.
We propose explanation of the observed orrelation on the basis of a modied nulear liquid
drop model. Inspetion of studied orrelation's (Figs 3 and 4) suggests a possibility of
evaluating the EOS parameters. A preise determination of these values requires a more
preise searh and a more omplex analysis whih will be subjet of a future work. Suh
investigation probably requires an extension of the LDM by additional terms taking into
aount suh orretions as for example pairing, shell eets and diuseness of the nuleus
surfae. Although bs in formula (16) dereases for large A values, it ould be interesting to
introdue here an additional orretion related to the loal isospin of the surfae.
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Figure 1: Correlation between the neutron-proton asymmetry and (rst olumn) the experimentally
measured nulear rms radius, or (seond olumn) the alulated parameter of deformation.
Figure 2: Binding energy per nuleon vs density ρ for dierent equations of state (see text).
Figure 3: Comparison between the measured and alulated nulear rms radius vs I, for L =
−150MeV and Ksym = 500MeV (see text for details).
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Figure 4: Comparison between the measured and alulated nulear rms radius vs I, for L = 60MeV
and Ksym = 500MeV (see text for details).
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